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Introduction
The Stark Labs PHD2 is a popular free software program that does an excellent job guiding
equatorial mount telescopes for prolonged exposure astrophotography. Equatorial platforms
provide a way to also use large Dobsonian telescopes for astrophotography. Unfortunately,
the PHD2 program can only guide over a limited portion of the night sky. The purpose of this
paper is to document a spreadsheet used to analyze PHD2 limitations and offer corrections that
improve guiding over the entire sky.
Operation
Swing of a typical equatorial platform is 20 degrees which gives 80 minutes of operation before
it needs to be reset to its starting position. Since the initial starting position is 10 degrees from
horizontal the time or location must be offset in the telescope control to be able to
automatically seek out objects of interest.
Initial platform tilt when looking east has the telescope pointing lower than its level position
placing stars higher than normal in the sky. The tilt effect can be neutralized by adding 40
minutes to the telescope control time setting or moving the longitude setting 10 degrees to the
east. Once the desired object is located using the telescope automation, the control tracking is
turned off and platform tracking is turn on.
Analysis
The spreadsheet includes typical observation site and celestial object input parameters. Initial
object local hour, altitude, and azimuth angles are calculated using well understood formulas.
The equatorial platform effects on observed object altitude and azimuth during PHD2
calibration are simulated by selectable angle east/west shifts in longitude for platform right
ascension moves and north/south shifts in latitude for platform declination moves.
Initial and final object positions are used to compute changes in observed altitude and azimuth
due to equatorial platform calibration. Altitude and azimuth calibration factors are computed
using the ratio of desired to actual guide star movements. Total tracking time is used as an
offset to the local hour angle to calculate its effect on calibration and associated correction
factors. Provision is also made to display the drift that would occur with the passage of time
due to tracking rate error and using offset angles as errors in polar alignment.
Results
Figures 1‐4 shows the effect of the equatorial platform geometry on desired and predicted
PHD2 altitude and azimuth calibration steps for telescope pointing positions of 0, 90, 180, 270
degrees. Figures 5 and 7 show good agreement between calculated and measured calibration
steps for celestial objects in various parts of the sky. Figures 6 and 8 shows detailed
calculations for the two example celestial objects.
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Discussion
In general guiding of an equatorial platform using PHD2 software gets difficult or even
impossible as pointing positions get further from the southern half of the sky. A simple work
around is to limit guiding to objects that transient the meridian in the south and select imaging
sessions near that meridian transient time. An inspection of the various analysis runs provides
insight into limitations of equatorial platform PHD2 guiding and suggests beneficial strategies in
its use or even eventual improvement to its control structure.
Figure 1 for the north pointing case shows the direction of the predicted right ascension
calibration motion (blue) is opposite the desired motion direction (green) and quite small in
amplitude. The predicted declination calibration motion (red) aligns nicely in both direction
and amplitude with the desired motion (orange). Since the telescope is pointing close to the
celestial pole, star drift (purple) is almost negligible and control could be limited to just the
declination axis.
Figure 2 for the east pointing case shows a large angle between predicted and desired right
ascension motions but at least the directions are the same polarity. The predicted declination
calibration motion is nicely aligned in direction with the desired motion but somewhat
attenuated in amplitude. This reasonably aligned declination calibration is like that of other
pointing directions. The drift magnitude becomes more significant as the pointing position
moves further from the celestial pole.
Figure 3 for the south pointing case shows good alignment of both the right ascension and
declination motions. The predicted right ascension motion amplitude is amplified and drift due
to polar alignment error is significant. Figure 4 for the west pointing case shows a pattern like
that of the east pointing case. A beneficial strategy for east and west pointing directions is to
turn down aggressiveness of right ascension control so as not to overwhelm declination control.
Figure 5 for the NGC5965 spiral galaxy case shows good agreement between predicted and
measured calibration motions. The alignment of predicted and desired calibration motions is
like that of the west pointing case. Figure 7 for the NGC1569 irregular galaxy case also shows
good agreement between predicted and measured calibration motions. The predicted right
ascension motion shows almost no contribution to desired motion of that axis.
Calculation details in Figure 6 and 8 for the two galaxies show large deviations between
predicted and desired altitude and azimuth motions during right ascension calibration. On the
other hand, the predicted and desired motions are reasonably consistent for declination
calibration. Guiding in the northern part of the sky will be difficult or impossible due to right
ascension motion commands distortion. Future improvements in PHD2 software for equatorial
platform guiding could initially focus on the behavior of right ascension control.
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Figure 1 PHD2 Calibration at Azimuth Pointing Position of 0 Degrees
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Figure 2 PHD2 Calibration at Azimuth Pointing Position of 90 Degrees
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Figure 3 PHD2 Calibration at Azimuth Pointing Position of 180 Degrees
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Figure 4 PHD2 Calibration Calculation at Azimuth Pointing Position of 270 Degrees
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Figure 5 PHD2 Calibration Calculation and Measurement for NGC5965 Spiral Galaxy
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Figure 6 PHD2 Analyzer Spreadsheet Calculation Details for NGC5965 Spiral Galaxy
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Figure 7 PHD2 Calibration Calculation and Measurement for NGC1569 Irregular Galaxy
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Figure 8 PHD2 Analyzer Spreadsheet Calculation Details for NGC1569 Irregular Galaxy
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